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SINGLE PASS SEQUENCER AND METHOD 
OF USE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The invention generally relates to a single pass Sequencer 

and, in particular, to a System and method for Sequencing 
mail pieces in delivery Sequence in a Single pass System. 

2. Background Description 
The delivery of mail Such as catalogs, products, adver 

tisements and a host of other articles have increased expo 
nentially over the years. These mail pieces are known to be 
critical to commerce and the underlying economy. It is thus 
important to commerce and the underlying economy to 
provide efficient delivery of such mail in both a cost effec 
tive and time efficient manner. This includes, for example, 
arranging randomly deposited mail pieces into a Sequential 
delivery order for delivery to a destination point. By Sorting 
the mail in a Sequential order based on destination point, the 
delivery of mail and other articles can be provided in an 
orderly and effective manner. 

But, the Sorting of mail is a very complex, time consum 
ing task. In general, the Sorting of mail is processed though 
many Stages, including back end processes, which Sort or 
Sequence the mail in delivery order Sequence. These pro 
ceSSes can either be manual or automated, depending on a 
host of factorS Such as, for example, the mail Sorting facility, 
the type of mail to be Sorted Such as packages, flats, letter 
and the like. 

In general, however, most modem facilities have become 
automated to a far extent. These automation technologies 
include, amongst others, letter Sorters, parcel Sorters, 
advanced tray conveyors, flat Sorters and the like. But, 
problems still exist using these technologies. For example, 
currently, it is known to Sequence letters using a mail Sorter 
based on, for example, a two pass System. 
More Specifically, in current Sorting processes, a two pass 

System is used as one method for Sorting mail based on 
delivery destination. In this known process, a multiple pass 
process of each piece of mail is provided for Sorting the 
mail; that is, the mail pieces, for future delivery, are fed 
through a feeder twice for Sorting purposes. In general, the 
two pass System requires a first pass for addresses to be read 
by an optical character reader and assigned a label or 
destination code. Once the mail pieces are assigned a label 
or destination code, they are then fed to bins based on one 
of the numbers of the destination code. The mail pieces are 
then fed through the feeder a Second time, Scanned, and 
Sorted based on the Second number of the destination code. 
It is the use of the second number which completes the basis 
for Sorting the mail pieces based on delivery or destination 
order. 

The two pass System may present Some Shortcomings. For 
example, the mail pieces are fed through the feeder twice, 
which may increase the damage to the mail pieces. Second, 
known optical recognition Systems typically have a reliabil 
ity of approximately 70%; however, by having to read the 
mail pieces twice, the rate is multiplied by itself dramatically 
reducing the read rate and thus requiring more manual 
operations. That is, the read rate is decreased and an operator 
may have to manually read the destination codes and manu 
ally Sort the mail when the Scanner is unable to accurately 
read the destination code, address or other information 
asSociated with the mail pieces two consecutive times. 
Additionally, bar code labeling and additional Sorting Steps 
involves additional processing time and Sorting machine 
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2 
overhead as well as additional operator involvement. This all 
leads to added costs and processing times. 

Lastly, it is known that Such Systems are typically capable 
of only processing one type of mail piece, at a time. For 
example, letters and flats cannot be processed Simulta 
neously. This, again, increases overall overhead costs, pro 
cessing times and leads to inefficient use of resources. 
The invention is designed to overcome one or more of the 

above shortcomings. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In a first aspect of the invention, a Single pass Sequencing 
System includes a transport System which transports articles 
and at least one staging area which Stages the articles to be 
injected onto the transport System. Abuffer Stores the articles 
received from the transport System and a loader loads the 
articles from the buffer onto the transport System at a 
location downstream from the at least one Staging area. A 
controller is in communication with the at least one Staging 
area, the buffer and the loader. The controller coordinates the 
loader and the at least one staging area to inject the articles 
onto the transport System in a delivery point Sequence. In 
one embodiment, the controller instructs the loader to create 
a gap between the articles loaded thereon in order for articles 
within the Staging area to be inserted within the gap, in a 
Sequence. 

In another aspect of the invention, the Single pass 
Sequencing System has at least one feeder in communication 
with an outer transport. The feeder randomly places mail 
pieces onto the outer transport. A plurality of Staging areas 
receives the mail pieces from the outer transport and Stages 
the mail pieces to be injected onto an inner transport. A 
buffer Stores the mail pieces received from the inner trans 
port and a loader loads the articles from the buffer onto the 
inner transport at a location downstream from the plurality 
of Staging areas. A Scanning device reads delivery informa 
tion associated with the mail pieces and provides this 
information to a controller. The controller uses this infor 
mation, amongst other information, in embodiments, to 
provide control to the plurality of Staging areas, the buffer 
and the loader. The controller coordinates the injection of the 
mail pieces onto the inner transport from the loader and the 
plurality of Staging areas in a delivery point Sequence. 

In yet another aspect of the invention, a method of 
Sequencing mail pieces includes the Steps of determining 
information of mail pieces associated with delivery desti 
nations and injects a first Set of mail pieces into a mail 
Stream. The method also stores the first Set of mail pieces in 
a buffer received from the mail stream. The other mail pieces 
are stage downstream from the buffer. The method further 
includes injecting a determined amount of mail pieces, in a 
Sequence, from the first Set of mail pieces into the mail 
Stream based on the information. The method also injects 
other mail pieces, in Sequence with the already injected mail 
pieces, into the mail Stream created by the injecting Step and 
based on the information. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows a Single pass System in accordance with the 
invention; 

FIG. 2 shows a transport System in accordance with the 
invention; 
FIG.3 shows a cut away view along line A-A of a buffer 

in accordance with the invention; 
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FIG. 4 shows an example of placement of mail pieces in 
accordance with the invention; and 

FIG. 5 shows a flow diagram implementing the method of 
the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

The invention provides a flexible system and method for 
sorting objects such as, for example, flats, mail pieces and 
other products or parts (generally referred to as mail pieces) 
using a single pass system. In the System and method of the 
invention, only a single feed or pass is required through a 
feeder system to order and sequence the mail pieces for 
future delivery. The system and method of the invention 
minimizes damage to mail pieces, as well as increases the 
overall efficiency of the sorting process. The invention is 
further designed to sort an array of combined types of mail 
pieces such as flats and letters, together. The invention may 
be utilized in any known processing facility ranging from, 
for example, a postal facility to a host of other illustrative 
facilities. The system and method of the invention may also 
be implemented in warehouse management Systems. 

In one implementation, the method and System of the 
invention is a one-pass sequencer that utilizes known feeders 
and optical or bar code recognition systems. A discussion of 
the optical or bar code recognition systems is limited Since 
these are well known in the art. For example, the optical or 
bar code recognition systems read and then delivery infor 
mation associated with the mail pieces to a controller having 
a central processing unit. This information may include, for 
example, address information including Zip code and Spe 
cific delivery point information in order to Sequence the mail 
pieces. The reading of the information may be via manual 
operations, in embodiments. 

The controller may include a central processing unit, 
memory and other related hardware used in conjunction with 
the optical or bar code recognition systems in order to store 
the delivery information and provide control to the System 
and method of the invention based on the delivery informa 
tion and other criteria. For example, the central processing 
unit or other type of control may be programmed in order to 
track or monitor the location of the mail pieces as they are 
ejected from the feeders and fed throughout the System of 
the invention. 

EMBODIMENTS OF THE PRESENT 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 depicts an overview of the System in accordance 
with the invention. The sorting mechanism of the invention 
is generally depicted as reference numeral 100 and includes 
one or more feeders 102 positioned at a beginning of the 
process. The feeder(s) 102 may be any known feeder that is 
capable of transporting mail pieces, flats and the like from 
a first end 102a to a second, remote end 102b. In one 
embodiment, the feeder(s) 102 are capable of feeding a 
stream of flats at a rate of approximately 10,000 per hour. In 
another embodiment, the feeder(s) may be capable of feed 
ing a stream of letters at a rate of approximately 40,000 per 
hour. Of course, those of skill in the art should recognize that 
other feed rates and combination of feeders, depending on 
the application, might equally be used with the invention. 
A transport system or feed track 104 is positioned down 

stream from the feeders 102, and preferably at an approxi 
mate 90° angle therefrom. This angle minimizes the use of 
valuable flooring space within the processing facility. The 
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4 
transport system 104 may also be at other angles or orien 
tations (e.g. 0° to 180), depending on the flooring configu 
ration of the processing facility. The transport system 104 
may be a belt driven transport system, well known in the art 
of integration Systems. 
A scanning device 107 Such as, for example, an optical 

character recognition device (OCR) or bar code recognition 
(BCR) system or the like is provided adjacent the transport 
system 104 or the feeders 102. In embodiments, the OCR/ 
BCR 107 reads the address or other delivery information 
which is located on the mail pieces. In the case of the OCR, 
the information on the mail pieces is captured by the OCR 
and then provided to a Sorting computer 110 (e.g., control 
ler), via a communication link, for interpretation and storage 
therein. Likewise, the information from the BCR will be 
communicated to the controller 110 for interpretation and 
storage. The controller 110 will then assign a virtual code to 
the mail pieces for delivery and Sorting purposes based on 
the delivery information. This may be provided via a look 
up table or other known method. The communication link 
may be provided via an Ethernet, Local Area Network, Wide 
Area Network, Intranet, Internet, infrared and radio fre 
quency data ports or the like. 

Still referring to FIG. 1, a plurality of injection stations 
106, ... 106, are positioned along the transport system 104 
and are in communication with an inner transport 108. In 
embodiments, an excess of 100 injection stations for Staging 
the mail pieces for injection into the inner transport 108 may 
be provided; however, it should be understood that any 
number of injection stations 106 ... 106, may be provided 
in implementations of the invention, depending on the 
desired through put of the system. 

In one embodiment, the inner transport 108 is comprised 
of a plurality of pinch belts formed in a closed loop of any 
configurable shape such as circular, Serpentine and the like. 
The injection stations 106, ... 106, may also be pinch belts 
which are capable of transporting the mail pieces from the 
transport system 104 to the inner transport 108, in any 
known conventional manner. In one embodiment, the Overall 
length of the inner transport 108 may be upwards of 100 feet 
with a velocity in the range of approximately 90 inches per 
second; however, other lengths and Velocities may also be 
implemented with the System, again, depending on the 
desired through put of the system. 

In one implementation, the inner transport 108 may 
include a plurality of any well known encoders or other 
sensors (photodiodes, for example) represented as reference 
numeral 112, in order for the controller to monitor a position 
of mail pieces on the inner transport 108 with relation to a 
known location such as, for example, the feeders 102. It 
should be understood that any number of sensors may be 
positioned on the inner transport 108, depending on the 
application of the system. 

FIG. 1 further shows a buffer 114 at a position in flow with 
the inner transport 108, remote from the feeders 102 in the 
direction of travel. The buffer 114 is adapted for storing the 
mail pieces, ejected from the inner transport 108, in order to 
gap the mail pieces for future sequencing, as described in 
more detail below. In one implementation, the buffer 114 
includes a belt which is controlled by the controller 110. At 
an exit side of the buffer 114 is a pitch control unit 116, 
which is capable of injecting the mail pieces temporarily 
stored in the buffer 114, onto the inner transport 108 in a 
sequenced order, as discussed below. The pitch control unit 
116, in one implementation, is comprised of acceleration 
rollers having a velocity Substantially equal to that of the 
inner transport 108. 
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FIG.2 shows a detailed view of the inner transport and the 
injection Stations. AS is shown, the inner transport 108 is a 
Vertically oriented pinch belt configuration comprising a first 
belt 108a and a second, opposed belt 108b. The belts 108a 
and 108b are positioned and tensioned in such a manner that 
mail pieces, once injected into the inner transport 108, can 
be transported about the inner transport in a well known 
manner, e.g., pinching the mail pieces and then moving them 
via the movement of the belts. In one implementation, 
Several of these belt configurations are contiguously 
arranged in a closed loop, extending from the feederS 102 to 
the buffer 114 and then to the feeders 102, again. The 
injections Stations 106 . . . 106, may, for example, be 
positioned at open segments of the belts 108a and 108b for 
injecting mail pieces onto the inner transport 108. Also, it 
should be realized that the belts 108a and 108b may be 
configured to overlap with one another or formed, in one 
implementation, partly from a single loop. 

The belts 108a and 108b additionally have associated 
encoders or other well known sensors (e.g., photodiodes) 
112 for tracking the position of the mail pieces on the belts 
during the Sorting and Sequencing process. By way of 
example, a photoelectric Sensor may be used with the System 
of the invention. In this implementation, the photoelectric 
Sensor is adjusted to respond to a pulse of a particular light 
frequency. That is, the photoelectric Sensor is Set to Switch 
once it overcomes a certain threshold, e.g., the passing of the 
mail piece. Thus, in implementation, as the mail pieces pass 
through the Sensor, the light will be blocked, Sensing each of 
the mail pieces. By using the logic programmed in the 
controller 110, the known injection point of the mail pieces 
and the position of each sensor, the system and method of 
the invention can monitor and determine the exact position 
of each mail piece as it is transported throughout the System 
and into the buffer, for example. 

FIG. 3 is a cut away view of the buffer 114 along line 
A-A of FIG. 1. In this view, it is shown that the buffer 114 
includes a belt or set of actuated roller 118 traveling in a 
Substantially Same direction as that of the inner transport 
108. In one implementation, though, the belt 118 is driven at 
a velocity that is less than the velocity of the pitch control 
unit 116 and the inner transport 108. In one preferred 
embodiment, the velocity of the belt 118 is approximately 10 
times slower than that of the pitch control unit 116, but may 
be adjustable downwards temporarily to 0 inches per Sec 
ond, i.e., the belt may stop, in order to effectuate the loading 
of the mail pieces onto the inner transport 108 in a 
Sequenced order. AS Seen in FIG. 2, the mail pieces P are 
loaded onto the belt 118, in a “shingled” fashion. That is, the 
mail pieces are Staggered Such that approximately one inch 
of each of the mail pieces are exposed. This allows the pitch 
control unit 116 to “pick off each mail piece P for injection 
onto the inner transport 108. 

OPERATION OF USE 

In operation, the design of the invention allows the 
Sequencing of different or Same types of mail pieces, Simul 
taneously, in a single pass. This reduces exposure to feeder 
caused damage and provides efficient, timely delivery point 
operations. 

In an example used for illustrative purposes only and not 
to limit the scope of the invention, the mail stream is first fed 
through the automated feeders 102 to the transport system 
104. The delivery information or image is acquired or read 
by the OCR/BCR 107 and decoded for its destination 
information (a code is assigned thereto) via the controller 
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6 
110. The destination information is stored in the controller 
110, preferably within a database. The mail pieces are then 
transported onto the transport System 104 and injected into 
the inner transport 108, via the injection stations. 

In one implementation, the logic of the controller attempts 
to initially force the lowest delivery point mail piece into an 
injection Station closest to the feeders. For example, refer 
ring to FIG. 4, the mail piece with a delivery point DP1 
would be placed at a position furthest from the feeders as 
compared to the mail piece with a delivery point DP3, which 
is nearer to the feeders. It should be understood, though, that 
the mail pieces are ejected from the feeders in a random 
order Such that the lowest mail piece cannot always be 
forced into the injection station furthest from the feeders. 
Thus, the illustration of FIG. 4 is provided as an example 
and should not be interpreted as a limited feature to the 
invention. 
By way of another non-limiting illustrative example, the 

following Sequence of mail pieces may be forced into certain 
injection Stations due to the random order of the mail pieces 
being ejected from the feederS. 

1. Mail piece DP1 is ejected first from one of the feeders 
and placed in an injection Station as far as possible from 
the feeder; 

2. Mail piece DP3 is ejected second from one of the 
feeders and placed closer to the feeder and, if possible, 
in an adjacent injection Station to DP1; and 

3. Mail piece DP2 is ejected third from one of the feeders 
and placed in a closer injection Station. 

It should be recognized that the injection Stations do not 
have to be reserved for any mail piece. Also, in embodi 
ments, the injection Stations may be segmented Such that the 
higher, medium and lower order mail pieces may be grouped 
together in the respective Segments, with the higher order 
mail piece Segment being closest to the feeders, the medium 
and lower order mail piece Segments being farther away, 
respectively. 

Additionally, DP1, DP2 and DP3 represent the order of 
the mail pieces, with DP1 being the lowest delivery point 
and DP3 the highest delivery point. Thus, the controller will 
attempt to place the mail pieces in an ascending order on the 
inner transport 108; however, this is not always possible due 
to the random ordering of the mail pieces ejected from the 
feeders. In any event, this process, although beneficial in the 
Sorting of the mail pieces, does not require the mail pieces 
to be placed in an absolute ascending order Since the System 
and method of the invention will still be able to sequence the 
mail pieces using the buffer and other related processes, as 
further described. 

After the mail pieces are placed in Staging or injection 
Sections around the inner transport, the mail pieces are then 
fed into the inner transport So that the mail pieces are merged 
into the inner transport mail Stream in the proper Sequence. 
However, Since the inner transport must make room for mail 
pieces to be merged, the buffer will accumulate the mail 
pieces and then feed the mail pieces back onto the inner 
transport at the proper pitch So a gap is created to allow the 
merge of another mail piece to enter the Sequence from the 
injection Stations. Of course, a gap may not be needed if the 
mail pieces within the buffer are in Sequence and a mail 
piece to be injected, from the injection Stations, would be a 
mail piece, in Sequence, which is before or after the 
Sequence of mail pieces in the Stream. Once the “run” is 
completed the mail pieces are outputted from the inner 
transport in Sequence order ready to be delivered by a postal 
carrier, for example. 
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FIG. 5 shows a flow of the steps implementing the method 
of the invention. The steps of the invention may be imple 
mented on computer program code in combination with the 
appropriate hardware. This computer program code may be 
Stored on Storage media Such as a diskette, hard disk, 
CD-ROM, DVD-ROM or tape, as well as a memory storage 
device or collection of memory Storage devices Such as 
read-only memory (ROM) or random access memory 
(RAM). FIG. 5 may equally represent a high level block 
diagram of the System of the present invention, implement 
ing the Steps thereof. 

Being more specific as another example, Several mail 
pieces will be initially read and injected into the System at 
step 500. By way of example, the first mail piece DP1 and 
the second mail piece DP5 will be injected directly into the 
inner transport, via the injection Stations. In one implemen 
tation, the lower delivery point mail piece DP1 will be 
forced to an injection Station farther away from the feeders, 
with mail piece DP5 injected nearer to the feeders. 

The next mail piece now must be inserted into the inner 
transport under control. For example, if the mail piece were 
DP3, it would need to be inserted after DP1 has passed the 
merge point and before DP5 has passed the merge point. If 
there was a gap between DP1 and DP5, DP3 can then be 
inserted into the Sequence on the inner transport. Mail pieces 
DP3 should be forced, if possible, to the nearest injection 
station. Assuming, that DP1, DP3, and DP5 are in the inner 
transport, the next mail piece may be fed. In this example, 
mail piece DP6 is the next mail piece in the random order 
ejected from the feeders. 

The mail piece DP6, however, would have to be fed into 
the inner transport after DP5 but before DP1 passed the 
merge point. But, as the inner transport fills, the Space 
between mail pieces decreases. Accordingly, the probability 
that room to insert additional mail pieces in the proper 
Sequence decreases. For this reason the buffer accumulates 
the mail pieces that were on the inner transport and con 
denses them in Space, at Step 510. This can be accomplished 
by shingling the mail pieces together, as discussed with 
reference to FIG. 3. In accordance with the invention, as 
should be understood, under the control of controller, the 
location and delivery information of each of the mail pieces 
is known Such that the order of the Shingled mail pieces in 
the buffer can be determined for future insertion onto the 
inner transport. 

Knowing the location of each mail piece, and the need for 
continuing to inject mail pieces from the injection Stations to 
the inner transport, the Pitch Control Unit (PCU) would have 
advance knowledge, via the controller, of the mail pieces 
waiting in Staging in the buffer and injection Stations, as well 
as the location of each mail piece on the inner transport. The 
PCU would, at step 520, make a decision where to create a 
gap between mail pieces on the inner transport So that the 
next mail piece in the injection Station can be inserted, in 
Sequence, with other mail pieces on the inner transport. That 
is, the PCU would decide, at step 520, to create a gap in the 
inner transport by determining, not necessarily in the fol 
lowing order: 

(i) the delivery or destination information of mail pieces 
Staged at the injections Stations, and 

(ii) the destination information of the mail pieces Stacked 
in the buffer. 

By knowing this information, the PCU (via the controller) 
can determine whether and where a gap needs to be created 
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8 
on the inner transport in order to inject the mail pieces, in 
Sequence, from the injection Stations. The gap is created at 
step 530 by: 

(i) feeding one or more mail pieces (which are already in 
a sequence) onto the inner transport, 

(ii) waiting for a predetermined amount of time, and 
(iii) feeding a next mail piece onto the inner transport. 
AS thus should now be understood, the waiting time 

would create a gap between two fed mail pieces. The gap, of 
course, would be created in the proper location So that a new 
mail piece or pieces waiting in the injection Stations can be 
inserted, in a Sequence, between the mail pieces already 
injected onto the inner transport by the PCU. That is, the 
mail piece(s) injected from the injection Stations would be in 
Sequence between the mail pieces already injected from the 
buffer. However, a gap may not be needed in all instances. 
At step 540, the mail piece at the injection station is now 

injected into the Stream of mail pieces, in Sequence. This can 
be accomplished by monitoring the positions of the mail 
pieces on the inner transport via the Sensors. In an alternative 
manner, this can be accomplished via the known velocity of 
the inner transport and the injection time of the mail pieces 
and gap being created. That is, by knowing the Velocity of 
the inner transport, the time and location of each mail piece 
as it is injected from the buffer onto the inner transport and 
the distance between the injection point and the appropriate 
injection Station. This Same proceSS would repeat itself until 
there are no further mail pieces at the injection Stations. At 
this time, all of the mail pieces, in Sequence, are injected 
onto the inner transport and into Storage or other bins. The 
process then ends at step 550. 
By way of one illustrative example, the PCU will create 

a gap on the inner transport in order to insert a mail piece 
DP5 between mail pieces DP4 and DP6. By way of illus 
tration with mail pieces DP1-DP4 and DP6 shingled 
together in the buffer, in order, and DP5 at an injection 
Station: 

(i) the PCU will determine that DP5 is located at an 
injection Station; 

(ii) the PCU will determine that DP1-DP4 and DP6 are in 
order in the buffer; 

(iii) the PCU will eject DP1-DP4 into the stream onto the 
inner transport, 

(iv) the PCU will wait a predetermined period of time to 
create a gap between DP4 and the next mail piece, DP6; 

(v) the system will determine the location of the mail 
pieces DP1-DP4 and DP6; and 

(vi) the injection station will eject DP5 into the stream 
onto the inner transport in the created gap (e.g., insert 
DP5 into the inner transport after DP4 has passed the 
merge point (e.g., injection Station) but before DP6 has 
passed the merge point. 

Now, mail pieces DP1-DP6 can be transported to the buffer 
and placed therein in a shingled fashion. It should also be 
understood that a mail piece designation of “DP may be 
asSociated with one or more mail pieces. Regardless of this, 
though, the System and method will Still work in the same 
manner. This Same proceSS would continue until no further 
mail pieces are required to be injected into the inner trans 
port and the entire “run” is in Sequence. 

In another example, a gap may not be needed if mail 
pieces DP1-DP4 were in the buffer and mail piece DP5 was 
in a staging area. In this Scenario, all of the mail pieces of 
DP1-DP4 would be injected onto the conveyor without a 
gap. Next, DP5 mail piece would be injected from the 
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Staging area into the Stream after the mail pieces of 
DP1-DP4 have passed the merge point. 
While the invention has been described in terms of 

embodiments, those skilled in the art will recognize that the 
invention can be practiced with modifications and in the 
Spirit and Scope of the appended claims. 

Having thus described our invention, what is claim as new 
and desire by Letters Patent is as follows: 

1. A Single pass Sequencing System, comprising: 
a transport System which transports articles, 
at least one staging area which Stages the articles to be 

injected onto the transport System; 
a buffer which stores the articles received from the 

transport System; 
a loader which loads the articles from the buffer onto the 

transport System at a location downstream from the at 
least one Staging area; and 

a controller in communication with the at least one 
Staging area, the buffer and the loader, the controller 
coordinating the loader and the at least one Staging area 
to inject the articles onto the transport System in a 
delivery point Sequence. 

2. The System of claim 1, further comprising: 
at least one feeder which feeds the articles in random 

order onto a feed track, the feed track being in flow 
communication between the at least one feeder and the 
at least one Staging area and feeding the articles from 
the at least one feeder to each of the at least one staging 
aca. 

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the controller forces the 
articles having a lowest delivery point address to a staging 
area of the at least one Staging area nearest the at least one 
feeder. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein: 
the buffer includes a belt or actuated rollers for storing and 

transporting the articles from the transport System to 
the loader; 

the buffer includes a first end and a Second end, the 
articles entering the buffer at the first end and being 
transported to the Second end; 

the loader is positioned at the Second end to load the 
articles onto the transport at a location remote from the 
articles entering the buffer; and 

the transport System is a plurality of pinch belts. 
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the buffer stores and 

transports the articles in a shingled manner. 
6. The System of claim 1, further comprising a Scanning 

device for reading destination information on the articles 
and providing Such information to the controller. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the scanning device is 
an optical recognition System or a bar code Scanner. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the controller: 
assigns a virtual code to the articles for Sorting and 

Sequencing the articles, 
monitors the position of the articles within the buffer, on 

the transport System and within each of the at least one 
Staging area; and 

instructs the loader and one Staging area of the at least one 
Staging area to load the articles onto the transport 
System, in a Sequence, based on the virtual code and a 
timing of the articles as they pass by the one of the 
Staging areas. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the controller: 
instructs the loader to create a gap between the articles 
when loading the articles onto the transport System; and 
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10 
instructs the one staging area to inject another article into 

the gap which is in a sequence with the articles loaded 
from the loader. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the controller moni 
tors the location of the articles on the transport System, the 
buffer and the at least one Staging area. 

11. The System of claim 1, further comprising a plurality 
of Sensors associated with the transport System to monitor 
the location of the articles thereon. 

12. The system of claim 1, wherein the articles are mail 
pieces. 

13. The system of claim 1, wherein the transport system 
is a loop. 

14. A Single pass Sequencing System, comprising: 
at least one feeder in communication with an outer 

transport, the at least one feeder randomly placing 
articles onto the outer transport; 

an inner transport; 
a plurality of Staging areas which receive the articles from 

the outer transport and Stages the articles to be injected 
onto the inner transport; 

a buffer which stores the articles received from the inner 
transport; 

a loader which loads the articles from the buffer onto the 
inner transport at a location downstream from the 
plurality of Staging areas; 

a Scanning device which reads delivery information asso 
ciated with the articles, and 

a controller in communication with the Scanning device 
and Storing the delivery information, and providing 
control to the plurality of staging areas, the buffer and 
the loader based on the delivery information, the con 
troller coordinating the injection of the articles onto the 
inner transport from the loader and the plurality of 
Staging areas in a delivery point Sequence. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the controller further: 
forces the articles having a lowest delivery point address 

to an open Staging area furthest from the at least one 
feeder; 

assigns a virtual code to the articles for Sorting and 
Sequencing the articles, 

monitors the position of the articles within the buffer, on 
the inner transport and within the plurality of Staging 
areas, 

instructs the loader to create a gap between predetermined 
articles when loading the articles onto the inner trans 
port; and 

instructs at least one determined Staging area of the 
plurality of Staging areas to inject another article into 
the gap which is in a Sequence with the predetermined 
articles. 

16. The system of claim 1, wherein: 
the buffer includes a belt or actuated rollers for storing and 

transporting the articles in a shingled manner received 
from the inner transport; and 

the loader is positioned to load the articles onto the inner 
transport at a location remote from the articles entering 
the buffer. 

17. A method of Sequencing mail pieces, comprising the 
Steps of 

determining information of mail pieces associated with 
delivery destinations, 

injecting the mail pieces into a mail Stream; 
Storing the mail pieces in a buffer received from the mail 

Stream, 
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Staging other mail pieces downstream from the buffer; 
injecting a determined amount of mail pieces, in a 

Sequence, from the mail pieces into the mail Stream 
based on the information; 

injecting another of the mail pieces, in Sequence, from the 
Staging into the mail Stream created by the injecting 
Step and based on the information. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising creating 
a gap between the determined amount of mail pieces prior to 
injecting the another of the mail pieces into the mail Stream. 

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the another of the 
mail pieces is injected into the Stream at the gap Such that the 
another of the mail pieces and the determined amount of 
mail pieces are in Sequence of delivery destination. 

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
monitoring the position of the mail pieces during the 

Storing Step and in the mail Stream; 
creating a gap between the mail pieces when loading into 

the mail Stream; and 
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injecting the another of the mail pieces into the gap which 

is in a Sequence with the mail pieces. 
21. The system of claim 1, wherein the loader Is struc 

tured and arranged to create a gap that receives an article 
from the at least one Staging area. 

22. The System of claim 1, wherein the controller assigns 
a virtual code to the articles for Sorting and Sequencing the 
articles. 

23. The method of claim 17, further comprising, before 
the injecting of another of the mail pieces, creating a gap 
which receives the another of the mall pieces. 

24. The method of claim 17, further comprising assigning 
a virtual code to the mail pieces in order to Sort and Sequence 
the mail pieces. 


